Folklore and Fable in the Sudan
of the xaa^ieal and animistic beliefs which preceded it,
The Koran and the Traditions are full of examples and
such beliefs, coming from such a source, passed easily
into the writings of the secular authors.
The extent to which marvel and superstition became
a matter of course even among the educated is well shown
in such a compilation as Darniri's Book of Beasts. On the
same plan as the old bestiaries, which may have been
modelled oil it, it deals with all animals, birds or fishes,
known or reported, and the nature and properties of each.
If information is required on the common cat, the flea
or the mermaid, Damiri will supply it. But he does not
confine himself strictly to natural history alone. One
thing leads to another and his pages contain the specific
and sometimes very odd remedies for all human ills. If
you dream of a black woman or of a cat with three white
kittens, Damiri will supply the interpretation. History
blends easily with fable ; he gives a short history of the
Caliphate, an account of what passed between Solomon
and Bilkis, the parentage and conquests of Alexander
the Great, Lord of the Two Horns, and the story of the
Seven Sleepers, It is all very entertaining, and if there
is a high proportion of the magical and marvellous he
had Koranic authority for their reality.
As is well known, Mecca and its ceremonies enshrine
a, vast amount of old ceremonies and beliefs which the
Prophet took over and adapted. The Pilgrimage itself
is a survival from the Ignorance. The idols, Hobal,
el Uzza and the rest, were destroyed, but the House
remains and the Black Stone is still an object of venera-
tion. The ihram perpetuates the old ceremonial garment
of pagan times, and the pilgrims of to-day still run be-
tween the hills and stone the devils in the valley of Mina.
The most obvious example of animistic belief incor-
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